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1. CLOSE MONROE MS; CHANGE GRADE CONFIGURATION TO 7-8

Background: Monroe MS has extreme condition needs, with the cost of renovating its facilities 95% the cost of a new school of the same size. Due to our location, SSUSD has had difficulty finding & retaining specialized middle school 

staff for both Murray and Monroe MS. Current teacher certifications are for grades TK-6, and 7-8 causing an additional challenge to staffing the current TK-5, 6-8 model. Additionally, research suggests and SSUSD believes, that 6th 

graders tend to perform better academically and socially in elementary settings rather than in middle schools. Lastly, any new construction should include modern STEM and arts spaces to accommodate modern project-based and creative 

learning. The following options provide different possible ways to achieve the desired outcome and are for committee consideration and feedback. 

Close Monroe MS. Change grade configuration to 7-8, making 1, 1,000 capacity MS. New capacity addition to Murray includes dedicated STEM and VPA spaces and a library. 

Option 1: Build a 450-seat addition to Murray MS 

• Murray MS currently has a program capacity of 550 students.

• Build a 450-seat addition to increase its program capacity to 1,000

• Repurpose existing classrooms for general core instruction

• Build new, multi-story addition with specialized STEM and VPA spaces and an additional gym

Option 1a: Share VPA and Physical Education (P.E.) spaces at the HS 

• Build a X-seat addition to Murray

• Schedule MS and HS VPA and P.E. classes without overlapping

• Build new, multi-story addition with specialized STEM and VPA spaces without a new gym

Option 2: Build a 375-seat addition to Murray 

• Reduce planning periods from 2 to 1, increasing the program capacity by ~12%

• Makes the program capacity of the existing MS 616, requiring a 375-capacity addition

Option 2a: Share VPA and Physical Education (P.E.) spaces at the HS 

• Build a X-seat addition to Murray

• Schedule MS and HS VPA and P.E. classes without overlapping
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1. CHANGE ELEMENTARY CONFIGURATION TO TK-6 

Background: Monroe MS has extreme condition needs, with the cost of renovating its facilities 95% the cost of a new school of the same size. Due to our location, SSUSD has had difficulty finding & retaining specialized middle school 

staff for both Murray and Monroe MS. Current teacher certifications are for grades TK-6, and 7-8 causing an additional challenge to staffing the current TK-5, 6-8 model. Additionally, research suggests and SSUSD believes, that 6th 

graders tend to perform better academically and socially in elementary settings rather than in middle schools. Lastly, any new construction should include modern STEM and arts spaces to accommodate modern project-based and creative 

learning. The following options provide different possible ways to achieve the desired outcome and are for committee consideration and feedback. 

Change Elementary configuration to TK-6 

Option 1: Redistrict ES boundaries. Add 2 STEAM, 2 general education, and1 music classroom to all ES ex-

cept Richmond (being rebuilt). Resulting ESutilization = 94% 

• ~6500 square foot addition (includes grossing factor of 1.35) 

• ~$20M 

 

Option 2: Keep current ES boundaries. Add 2 STEAM and 1 music classroom to all ES except Richmond 

(being rebuilt). Build 1 new ES @ 500capacity. Resulting ES utilization = 83% 

• ~4000 square foot addition (includes grossing factor of 1.35) 

• ~$63M ($40M for new ES, $13M for additions) 
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2. CREATE A TK-6 MAGNET SCHOOL 

Background: SSUSD wants to offer parents and students a quality alternative to a traditional elementary school program. The District will survey parents to confirm programs of highest interest and is currently considering a TK-

6elementary fine arts academy [include dual language?]. This school would be open to all elementary students districtwide, not based on merit or application. If demand for the program exceeds capacity, SSUSD will implement a lottery 

system for enrollment to ensure equitable access for all interested families. 

 

Create a 400-seat TK-6 Magnet School (e.g., Fine Arts, Dual Language Academy) 

Option 1A: Repurpose Monroe MS for the Magnet. Decommission worst condition facilities. 

 

Option 3: Build on 10-acre site (ward/downs streets)  

Option 1B: Repurpose Monroe MS for the Magnet and centralized administration. Dual purpose use of 

performing spaces for districtwide PLC.  

 

Option 2: Repurpose Vieweg Elementary 

 

Option 4: Rebuild Pierce as the magnet  
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3. REBUILD PIERCE ELEMENTARY 

Background: Pierce ES has significant condition needs, with the cost to renovate its facilities 59% the cost to build a new school of the same size.  

 

 

Rebuild Pierce Elementary due to condition needs 

Option 1: Rebuild on site 
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4. REBUILD MESQUITE HIGH SCHOOL 

Background: Mesquite HS has significant condition needs, with the cost to renovate its facilities 63% the cost to build a new school of the same size.  

 

 

Rebuild Mesquite HS due to condition needs 

Option 1: Rebuild on site 

 

Option 2: Rebuild at Vieweg site 
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5. BUILD NEW DISTRICT ADMIN CENTER 

Background: SSUSD administration currently occupies a series of portables with extreme condition needs. The cost to renovate these facilities is 95% the cost of replacing them with facilities of equal size.  

 

 

Build new district administration center/PLC. Repurpose site for TBD or sell 

Option 1A: Renovate/rebuild Monroe MS  

 

 

 

Option 2: Build on District land near Sierra Vista Shopping Center (5.5 acres, Ward St/Sierra View) 

 

Option 1B: Renovate/rebuild Monroe MS to co-locate with Districtwide Elementary Magnet School 

 

 

 

Option 3: Renovate/Rebuild Mesquite HS for administration– move Mesquite HS to renovated/rebuilt 

Vieweg site 
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6. BUILD NEW BUS DEPOT 

Background: TBD 

 

 

Build new bus, white fleet and service vehicle depot  

Option 1: 35 bus capacity, X white fleet capacity, X service vehicle capacity—on District owned 10 acre lot in 

town? 
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